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. Attached is a copy of the FOIA request and pertinent files and/or excised documents which appear subject to disclosure. 

‘Addendum should include ‘total Agent time expended oN in the review. ‘ 

_ . Please make every effort to insure that this memo- ° NO randum, with its attached documents, is, returned, to the FOIA ae : 

-Questions on this matter should be discussed with. hell feyye (/ , Room S¢¢3 JEH, extension Z£IIS . ° 

ee eee. (only items checked apply) Cf 
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vr. That the Faide LlLI1Gepnee: | 
Division(s) ( review the excised document(s) to insure sufficient deletions 

have been made. Please explain briefly the reason for any . : ' additional ‘deletions requested. If the materials proposed i § for disclosure gre from a classified serial, insure that all : portions which/justified the classification have been 7 
§s ' 30° 7 og, 

VV) 2. That Tlog..  TREG3O" Division: 4 i_ _ (fa. Review the classification of serial(s) /OS. 92 SSS 2LES 
to insure documents should PE / Se "remain classified, indicating on the file copies which paragraphs/’ P are classified; which paragraphs, if any, are unclassified; and 5. 

those which have been declassified in their entirety. Adden should note any newly declassified serials. g 
( )b. Review the balance of the file to determine 

unclassified serials warrant classification. New] yeeLassi 
serials should also have indicated on the file copies the cal 
cyassfYted and unclassified Paragraphs. Addendum should note 
afy newly classified serials. SHR, INTD ADDENDDY BOE HO. 5 
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The Freedom of Information Section has referred _ 
a report made at Washington, D. C., dated 3/11/64, in 
this case to review page one for release. FOI requested 
that this page be reviewed to determine if it should be 
declassified. : 

Page one and part of page two is a portion of the 
synopsis of a report dealing with information furnished by 
Yury Nosenko concerning the stay of Oswald in Russia. The 

information furnished by Nosenko was included in the details 

of the report which has already been wade public. There 
appears to be no objection to the release of the synopsis 

of the report as it pertains to the Nosenko information, 
2 

Time spent on this review was 45 minutes. 
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